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The definition is valid over any field F provided that l4’,\~, an element
of order N, exists in F and N-l exists in F.
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Let F and K be finite fields such that K c F, then there are
two ways we can view F relative to K. First, with respect to the
addition operation in F, F is a [F: K]-dimensional vector space over
K (notation: FK). Thus if K = GF(q) and [F: K] = m, then F =
GF(qm); from which it follows that if {&I: /?I,. . . , Pm-1 } is any
Computing m DFT’s Over GF(q) with One
basis of FK then any n: E F can be written uniquely in the form
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Abstract-Over the field of complex numbers, it is well-known that if the
input is real then it is possible to compute 2 real DFT’s with one complex
DFT. We extend the result to finite fields and show how to compute m
DFT’s over GF(q) with one DFT over GF(qm ).
Index Terms-Finite
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with the coefficients zz in K. Alternatively we can view F as an
extension field of K. Associated with this field extension is the group
AutKF which is the group of automorphisms of F that leave K fued.
It is well known that this group is cyclic of order [F: K] and has
as its generator
7) : a H a’,

fields, DFT, complexity.

[l]-[3].

In other words, AutKF

= {pl} yzi

where

I. INTR~DLJCTI~N
The discrete Fourier transform and its inverse are defined as
iv-1
XI, = c
x,w;k,

Consider

(1)

N-l

n=O
N-l
Xk = N-l

c

n=O
XnW‘gk.

(2)

with zn E K for every n. Since 91 is a homomorphism which fixes
elements of K, we see that
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Xk*= Po(xqq +Pl(x~l))q+-‘+/L1(x~(“-l))q,

therefore,
N-l
x;’

=

c

xnWGkql

= Xkq’.

(4)

n=O
X kqrn-’ = p. (xi”‘)qm-l

+ p1 (x:“)““’
m-1

Equation (4) is the familiar conjugacy relation [4], [5]. We call X,“’
;“zol the conjugacy class of Xk.
a conjugate of Xk and
Define
if j = iq’,

XL -x,,

for some 1 E 2;

(5)

then N is an equivalence relation on {Xk} with {Xkqi} ;“zol the
equivalence class of Xk. Equation (4) says that when 2, E K, then
the conjugacy class of Xk is the same as the equivalence class of
xk,
i.e.,
{~O(Xk),~l(Xk)r”‘,~m-l(Xk)}
=

&,x,&,x;-‘)
-t

=

(6)

{&,&q,-.,xkqm-l}.

COMPUTING

m DFT’s

OVER

K

1 DFT

WITH

OVER

.

Applying pm-l to Xkql and remembering that in a finite field an
element raised to the order of field is the element itself, we have

YO(Xk)= yo(Po)xp) + YO(P1)XL1)
+ ...
+ yo(Pm-l)xp
= P O @ + plxy + . ‘. + &lXp
= Xkr
'i?+l(xkq)

=

$%r-l(pO)xf)

=

poQm-lxp

+ pm-1
III.

t..

F

+ $%~-l(/%)~~~)
(Pm-1

+ "'

)xp-"

+ pyxp

+

. + py;'xp-"

Given m ‘sequences in K
{xp’},

{xi:‘}.

. ..) {xi?};

n = O,l,...,N

- 1,

we can compute the DFT of all nz sequences simultaneously with one
DFT as follows. Choose a basis {/&,~r,..~,/%,-r}
of FK. Form
a new sequence {z~} from the 71%sequences by defining
2, = 2,(“)l?o+xppl+.

. .+x(,“-l)&--l,

n=O,l,...,N-1

Note that the sequences {zt’} are in K while the new sequence
(2,) is in F. From (7), we have that

c
n=O

IV-1
x,w;”

=

N-l
+ p1 c

2pW;k
PO c
1L=O
+

N-l
c

. . + &-I

= pl (/h)x~’

+ yl (pl )@‘I

+ ’’’

+ Yl (P-l)xp
= /I&?$’ + /qxp

(7)

!V-1

91 (Xkqm--l)

= qqm-l

+ . . . + ~~-,xy)

1

or in matrix notation

zpw;lc

?%=O
x:m-l)w;k.

n=O

(9)

Thus, if we denote the DFT of {zn} by {X,} and the DFT of {zk?}
by {X2’}, then the previous equation can be restated as

Xk = floxp + plxp

+. . . + ~m-IX~m-l).

The problem is to generate the Xi”) ‘s from XI,
Consider the equivalence class (5) of Xk
xk = /hJx(“)
k + p&)
Xkq

= pox(o)

kq

+ plxg’

(8)

From this it is clear that the Xi”)’ s are recoverable from the Xk’s
iff the matrix

‘s.

+ ’‘. + &-lxf-,
f..

. + pm-lx~;-l),

Since {x,} is an F-sequence, the conjugacy relation (4) does not
hold for the Xk’s. However, the conjugacy relation does hold for
the XL’)’ s since {z? } are K-sequences. Therefore, the above can
be rewritten as

xl& = pox(O)
k + plxL1) +. . . + &lXp,

is invertible. Fortunately, this is the case.
Theorem 1 [l]:
of FK.
Therefore,

M is invertible iff {PO, PI, . . , Pm-r } is a basis
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Proof:
n-l
(MM-l)zj

=

c

aqm-s+k$zm--j+k

k=O

Tables of finite fields and normal bases can be found in [l], [7], [8].
Let us summarize the procedure. GivenF and K with K C F and
[F:K] = m , we can compute the DFT of m K-sequences {&“}
with one F-DFT as follows.
1. Choose a basis {Pn,/3r,~..,&,-i}
for FK.
2. Form a new sequence {z~ } where
xn = .$‘,oo + xpp1

+. . + x(,m-l)pm--l,

7’= 0, 1, . . ) N - 1.
3. Compute the DFT, {X,}, of {z~}.
4. Compute {Xi”‘} from {X,} via (11).
Remark 1: It suffices to solve (11) once per conjugacy class. Since
the conjugacy relation (4) holds for Xi”), any representative member
serves to determine the class uniquely.
Remark 2: As is customary in DFT computations, constants of the
algorithm (i.e., values that are data-independent such as PIT,$,that
depends on AT and k) are computed “off-line” and are considered
cost-free. Thus, the evaluation of M-l is considered inconsequential.
Nonetheless, clever choices of basis elements can facilitate the
precomputation of ~\il-‘. We mention two particularly useful bases.
a). Polynomial Basis: Let p be a primitive element of F, then
forms a basis for FK called a polyno{LP,P2,-d-1}
mial basis. With this choice of basis, we have

.: (p’) (p;L)‘,’ ::: (p$lm+
M= 1 (pq”‘-‘)(pq”-“)-:... (P’-yJ-l .
‘i
i ... ...
.
. .
\ 1

(p+

(P”)

(P"Y

IV.

THE REAL/COMPLEX CASE REVISITED

Though the previous procedure is developed in the context of finite
fields, the derivation is valid, mutatis mutandis, for the case K = R
and F = C. By making use of the automorphism group AutKF,
we have ensured the validity of the derivation in all respects except
for the statement of the conjugacy relationship. By replacing all
expressions of conjugacy relations in finite fields by their counterparts
in the complex field, we give an algorithm for computing two real
DFT’s with one complex DFT. It will be seen that the algorithm
includes, as a special case, the usual method for performing this
computation.
For K = R and F = C, we have [C: R] = 2 and AUtRC =
{YO, YI 1, where

y. : a + ib H a + ib,
~1 : a + ib H a - ib.
Let {PO, pi} be a basis for CR. Given 2 real sequences {xi’)}
{x2’}, form the complex sequence {xn} by defining
zn = zppo

+ xpp1,

and

n=o,l,~~~,N-l.

Denote the DFT of {xt”‘} {2(l),, }, and (5,) by {Xc’}, {X2’}, and
{X,}, respectively. T”hen’the three DFT’s are related by (11) as

where (see (10))

I

(12)
In other words,
With this choice, M is a Vandermonde matrix; therefore its
inverse can be computed in O(N2) time (as opposed to O(N3)
time for a general matrix) by well-known methods.
b) Normal Basis: If we take the basis to be a normal basis, i.e., a
basis of the form c~,cv~,cy~~,~~~,o~~-~ , then
aqX-1
M =

i
\

&P--2
..
($2

aq
cy4J^-1
..
*2

(y12 . . .
(Q . . .
o1 . . .
...
J

(/--l
(g(y--3

...
..

M is seen to be a circulant matrix and thus has a circulant
inverse. We can in fact get M-r without any calculation in
this case. Let l 7, nq, nq2,. . . , nq m-1 1 be the (unique) dual
I
I
m-1
basis of o,aq,oq2,..‘,oq
Claim:
...

17 17
..
q9 n-3

:::
...
...

(15)

(13)

...
0

q4 m-2
qm--l

In particular, for /30 = 1 and ,8i = i, we have

79
2
;q3
. .
7)

which is the,usual method of computing two real DFT’s with one
complex DFT [6].
V. CONCLUSION
For finite fields F and K with K C F and [F: K] = m we have
shown that a single DFT over F has complexity approximately m
times that of DFT over K by showing how to compute m K-DFT’s
simultaneously with one F-DFT. The result can be generalized to
arbitrary fields F and K by assuming additionally the normality and
separability of F over K. Thus, the precise condition required for
this argument to work for arbitrary fields F and K is that F is a finite
Galois extension of K. In the case considered here, since all finite
extensions of finite fields are Galois, the only assumption needed is
that [F: K] is finite. For details, see [9].
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Random Interactions

in Higher Order Neural Networks

Pierre Baldi and Santosh S. Venkatesh

Abstract-Recuri-ent
networks of polynomial threshold elements with
random symmetric interactions are studied. Precise asymptotic estimates
are derived for the expected number of fixed points as a function of
the margin of stability. In particular, it is shown that there is a critical
range of margins of stability (depending on the degree of polynomial
interaction) such that the expected number of fixed points with margins
below the critical range grows exponentially with the number of nodes
in the network, while the expected number of fixed points with margins
above the critical range decreases exponentially with the number of nodes
in the network. The random energy model is also briefly examined and
links with higher order neural networks and higher order spin glass
models made explicit.
Index Terms- Neural networks, spin glasses, polynomial
elements, fixed points, Laplace’s method.

threshold

I. INTRODUCTION

Recurrent networks of formal neurons have been popular in a
variety of computational applications. The model neurons in such
structures are typically linear threshold elements which compute the
sign of a linear form of the inputs. A recurrent network results
when such elements are fully interconnected, and as in any recurrent
system, the fixed points are important in the characterization of the
computations done by the structure. A particular case of interest
results when the interconnections between neurons are symmetric:
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in such cases network dynamics are regulated by a Hamiltonian or
energy function (cf. Hopfield [l], for instance). In such an instance,
we can imagine the state space of the network to be embedded in
an energy landscape with fixed points residing at energy minima.
A classical application of such networks is in &sociative memory
where neural interactions are adjusted so that memories are stored
as local attractors.
We consider here a natural extension of the model to recurrent
networks comprised of higher order neurons that compute the sign
of a polynomial form of the inputs. The added degrees of freedom
in specifying the polynomial interaction coefficients can be expected
to enrich the computational dynamics that result. Distinct features
emerge, however, in the analysis of these structures depending on
whether the higher order interactions are programmed (or “learned”)
or random.
In the programmed scenario, the goal is to tailor the higher order
interaction coefficients so as to obtain desired dynamical behaviors;
this leads naturally to questions of capacity and efficiency of higher
order networks of given degree of polynomial interaction. In two
concurrent papers [2], [3], we present rigorous results on algorithmic
capacity and efficiency in programmed situations for higher order
networks (cf. also Newman [4]). The main results can be summarized
briefly as follows: the computational gains in higher order networks
parallel the extra degrees of freedom in specifying the polynomial
interaction coefficients; in particular, regardless of the algorithm
used to specify the interaction coefficients, the information storage
capability of a higher order network is of the order of one bit per
interaction coefficient.
Higher order systems where the polynomial interactions are random may be useful as models of disordered systems in statistical
physics (spin glasses), or of neural networks, before any learning
has occurred, or in the limiting case when too much learning has
occurred (the onset of senility!). These will be our focus of analysis
in this paper: in particular, we consider recurrent, higher order
neural networks with symmetric, random polynomial interactions. We
characterize the fixed points of these structures according to their
margin of stability’ that is a measure of how stable a fixed point
is with respect to perturbations. Our main result may be informally
stated as follows:
There exists a critical range of margins of stability (depending
on the degree of polynomial interaction) such that the expected
number of fixed points with margins of stability below the
critical range increases exponentially in the size of the network
while the expected number of fixed points with margins of
stability above the critical range decays exponentially as the
size of the network is increased.
There is thus a threshold phenomenon in evidence for the expected
number of fixed points around the critical range of the margin of
stability. The fact that for a certain range of margins the expected
number of fixed points grows exponentially with the number of nodes
in the network is not unexpected; more counter-intuitive, perhaps, is
the existence of a critical margin of stability above which the expected
number of fixed points actually decays as more nodes are added. We
also provide exact asymptotic expressions for the coefficients and
exponents in the regime of exponential behavior, and evaluate the
critical margins of stability. While considerable attention has been
focused on spin glass models in the statistical physics literature, at
‘In this context, this notion is due to Koml6s and Paturi [9].
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